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Julie Cadzow   TEAM Solutions, University of Auckland
Dancing Poems

Years 2-8
Levels 1-3
Duration 1-2 lessons for each poem

Liven up your Literacy programme by turning Poetry into Dance. 
In this unit, two poems from School Journals are used as stimuli for Dance. 

The Key Competencies
These are identified at each stage of the work.

Dance Achievement Objectives
Refer to the individual (poems below)

Poems: 
‘Lucky Escape’ by Philippa Werry			Part 1, 2, 2004
‘If I Were a Storm’ by Katie Boom		Part 3, 3, 2003

Other suitable poems for Dance
‘Remembering Summer’ by Sharon Holt		Part 1, 2, 2004
‘Storm’ by Terrie Huege de Serville		Part 1, 4, 2004
‘Lifeboat’ by Diana Noonan				Part 2, 3, 2001
‘Sunset’ by Judy Raymond				Part 2, 4, 2002
‘Seasons’ by David Hill					Part 2, 4, 2005
‘Snowfall’ by Philippa Werry				Part 2, 2, 2006
‘Backyard Guards’ by Anne R. McDonell 	Part 3, 1, 2003

Resources
Dance Teacher’s Tool Kit (see http://arts.unitec.ac.nz/resources/units/dancing_competencies/tool_kit/): Action Words; Using Action Words
General Suggestions for Use with Any Poem
(The relevant Key Competencies have been identified at each stage as a guide/suggestion).
 
Select a poem appropriate for your class.

	Suggestions for introducing poems:

	Look at the pictures/images on the page and discuss. 

Look at the title – predict what the poem could be about.

	Read the poem – students visualise the poem as it is read.


Key Competency: Thinking = Drawing on personal knowledge and intuitions, developing understanding.
(Refer to the School Journal Teacher’s Notes for more strategies to use when introducing poems). 

	Discuss the poem, sharing ideas about the meanings and forming opinions about the poem. Discuss whether student predictions were accurate.


Key Competency: Relating to Others = interacting with others, listening skills, sharing ideas

	Read the poem again – as a class or in groups. Look at the text:

	Identify the important ideas, nouns and verbs and the structure.


	Movement exploration (PK and DI)

Select appropriate verbs/action words from the poem. For example: 
	Show me how you can be a: lazing lizard – How long is a lizard? Will you be standing up (on a high LEVEL) or lying down? What position is your body in? Are you on your back or front? Are you stiff or floppy? What positions are your arms and legs in?


	Show me how you can be a roaring chimney: What shape is a chimney? Are you lying down or sitting up? What are some ways you could roar without using your voice?


Refer to Action Words (see http://arts.unitec.ac.nz/resources/units/dancing_competencies/tool_kit/action_words.doc) and Using Action Words (see http://arts.unitec.ac.nz/resources/units/dancing_competencies/tool_kit/using_action_words.php) for more ideas.
Key Competency: Using Language, Symbols and Texts = working with and making meaning from text, interpreting.

	Creating Dance: Single, paired, group or full class tasks where students create dance sequences by selecting and arranging movement ideas previously explored. 


Key Competencies:
Using Language, Symbols and Texts = working with and making meaning from text, interpreting.
Key Competencies: Managing Self = motivation, goals, awareness of actions affecting others, knowing when to lead or follow

Participating and Contributing = responding as a group member, group activities, connecting to others

Relating to others = interacting with others, listening skills, sharing ideas

	The students present their dances to the class, and respond as an audience to work performed by other students.


All the Key Competencies are used here. 

‘Lucky Escape’ by Philippa Werry
School Journal Part 1, 2, 2004

Sun is blazing,
Lizard lazing

Cat comes slouching,
crouching,
pouncing.

Sudden dash, 
silver flash.

Lizard skitters, 
cat – misses.

Lizard lurking 
in the grass,
lucky for you
that you’re so fast.

Achievement Objectives
Developing Practical Knowledge in Dance: Level 1
Students will explore movement with a developing awareness of the dance elements of body, space, time, energy and relationships

Developing Ideas in Dance: Level 1
Students will improvise and explore movement ideas in response to a variety of stimuli 

Communicating and Interpreting in Dance: Level 1
Students will share dance movement through informal presentation and share their thoughts and feelings in response to their own and others’ dance

Specific Learning Outcomes
The students can perform fast and slow movements on different levels (PK)
The students can explore movement to represent cats and lizards (DI)
The students can participate in a narrated dance with others. (CI)


Verbs/Action Words
Blazing, lazing, slouching, crouching, pouncing, dash, flash, lurking

Specific Vocabulary 
Sun blazing = a strong, directed shape, prolonged, reaching out
Lazing = elongated, stretched, slow, relaxed
Slouching = curved, hunched
Crouching = bent over, squatting – How can you travel in a squatting position?
Pouncing = jumping out – sudden, extended, strong arm and leg movements
Dash = very fast movement across the space – run, leaping, arm actions
Flash = a short burst of movement  - perhaps a jump, leap, a jump turn 
Lurking = hiding, sneaking

Suggested Learning Sequence
Introduce the poem as suggested in the notes above.

	Explore moving like a cat.


	Explore moving like a lizard.


	Use the action words above and explore movement associated with them.


	Use the action words above and relate them to cat or lizard movements. For example, the students pounce like a cat.


	“The Sun is blazing” 

Begin in a class huddle and expand into the shape of the sun – extended fingers, reaching up and out in all directions
‘Blaze’ by moving in and out directing fingers to the ground.

	Divide the class so that half pretend to be cats and the other half become the lizards.

The cats move with cat-like movements to one side of the room and the lizards move with lizard-like movements to the other side.


	‘The lizards laze’.


	The cats begin to slouch, crouch and pounce towards the lizards, without touching the lizards.


	The lizards quickly race on hands and feet through the cats to the other side of the room. (To ensure that the cats don’t touch the lizards it may be necessary to have a particular pathway that the lizards can follow through the cats).


	Both groups travel in their cat/lizard-like movements to the centre of the room and the class forms the blazing sun once more.


	They hold the final ‘sun’ pose for 5 seconds to finish the dance.


	Repeat the dance but swap the cats and lizards over.


	Class discussion of the dance. How did we laze like a lizard? What moves did the cats make? What way did we pounce?


Assessing the Learning
Teacher observation of the Learning outcomes
Student responses

If I Were a Storm, By Katie Boom
School Journal Part 3, 3, 2003

If I were a storm,
I would range over farms, plains,
houses, cities, and seas.
I would beat against the windowpanes of houses
with warm fires inside.
I would whip the leaves off trees.
I would flood the rivers while I could,
for all too soon, the sun will peep out
from behind a cloud
and I must pick up my black billowing skirts and leave
to whine over the oceans and beyond

Achievement Objectives
Developing Practical Knowledge in Dance: Level 3
Students will use the dance elements to develop and share their personal movement vocabulary
Developing Ideas in Dance: Level 3 
Students will select and combine dance elements in response to a variety of stimuli 
Communicating and Interpreting in Dance: Level 3 
Students will prepare and share dance movement individually, and in pairs or groups

Specific Learning Outcomes
The students will perform movement on high, medium and low levels. (PK) 
The students will use changes in levels and weight to create a short dance based on the idea of a storm (DI)
The students will perform a short dance with a group. (CI)
 
Specific vocabulary
Range = spread, envelop, engulf, overtake
Beat = knock, push, hammer
Whip = lash, belt
Flood = overflow, inundate, downpour
Peep = sneak a look, glance
Billowing = swell, bulge, wave, flutter

Suggested Learning Sequence
Introduce the poem as suggested in the introductory notes.

	Students work in pairs and with direction from the teacher, explore the action words from the poem. For example:


Range: 	Soft and light 
The students explore ways to softly and gradually spread out as wide as possible: 
	Standing with a curved spine and arms held down towards the floor. They ‘range‘ by slowly straightening their spines and opening their arms out and up as gently as possible, like a storm spreading over the land.
	Repeat with the students lying down, in a crouch or balancing on one leg. 
	One student lies on the floor and the other stands and gradually reaches out over him/her as if the storm is approaching very slowly. Can you reach over and twist your body at the same time? Can you reach right over and make a bridge over your partner? What happens next? How do you pass over your partner? Swap positions.


Beat: Strong and heavy
The students imagine that there is a windowpane in front of them. How many different body parts can you use to hammer on it? 
Lie down and beat slowly with your foot. 
Beat quickly with your shoulder.
Beat softly. Beat very strongly.
Begin beating softly and gradually get louder and stronger.

	Student work in pairs and select 3 of the explored words and combine them into a short dance sequence. 

They should try to use a variety of levels and a different type of weight for each word.
For example: Range = soft, light; Beat = strong, heavy; Whip = strong, firm; Flood = strong, heavy; Peep = weak, light, soft; Billow = soft, light
 
	Perform for another pair, who attempts to guess the selected words.


	Organise 2 or 3 pairs to perform their dance sequences at the same time for the class. 

Music Suggestions: Levantis: Ambient Sounds of Nature, Track 4
Deep Forest: Pacifique, Track 2 (La Legende Part 2), Track 4 (Le Reveil De Barnabe Part 1)

	Discuss the dances and the poem once more. Use the Oral Responses cards from the Dance teacher’s Tool Kit for student comments and discussion statements.


Assessing the Learning
Teacher observation of the Learning outcomes
Student responses

